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Abstract
The lifetimes of CFC-11 and CFC-12 have been evaluated using global observations
of their stratospheric distributions from satellite-based instruments between the period
1992 and 2010. The CFC data sets are from the Cryogen Limb Array Etalon Spec-
trometer (CLAES), the Cryogenic Infrared Spectrometers and Telescopes for the At-5
mosphere (CRISTA-1 and CRISTA-2), the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmo-
spheric Sounding (MIPAS), and the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE). Strato-
spheric loss rates were calculated using an ultraviolet radiative transfer code with up-
dated cross section and solar irradiance data. Mean steady state lifetimes based on
these observations are 50.3±16.8 yr for CFC-11 and 106.9±21.7 yr for CFC-12,10
which are in reasonable agreement with the most recent WMO Ozone Assessment
recommendations but are somewhat longer by 12% and 7%, respectively. There are
two major sources of error in calculating lifetimes using this method. One error source
is due to uncertainties in tropical stratospheric measurements, particularly for CFC-
11. Another large contribution to the error arises from uncertainties in the penetration15
of solar ultraviolet radiation at wavelengths between 185 and 220nm, primarily in the
tropical stratosphere between 20 and 35 km altitude.
1 Introduction
Atmospheric lifetimes for chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are important for interpreting
their observed atmospheric distributions, temporal trends, and for evaluating their im-20
pact on stratospheric chemistry and infrared radiative forcing. There are a variety of
techniques available for estimating CFC lifetimes. Atmospheric models can be used
to evaluate trace gas lifetimes in a self-consistent fashion by calculating the emis-
sions, transport, and chemical sources and sinks to simulate global trace gas distri-
butions. Alternatively, measurements of CFCs can be used to calculate their lifetimes.25
Observationally-based techniques include inverse methods used in conjunction with
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emission estimates (e.g., Prinn et al., 2000), calculations of loss rates associated with
global climatologies (e.g., Minschwaner et al., 1998), and the use of observed tracer-
tracer correlations (e.g., Plumb and Ko, 1992; Volk et al., 1997).
The study by Johnston et al. (1979) of nitrous oxide (N2O) was one of the first to
use global measurements in combination with modeled photolytic loss rates to exam-5
ine the distribution of stratospheric loss for a long-lived gas, and to assess its lifetime.
This early work utilized a global N2O climatology based on aircraft, balloon, and rocket
measurements of stratospheric vertical profiles spanning a range of latitudes. One as-
pect of this approach, in comparison to lifetimes based on 2- or 3-D model simulations,
is that the trace gas distribution could be constrained without the need for a detailed10
analysis of winds, mixing, dynamical parameterizations, and uncertainties associated
with trace gas transport.
Subsequent work by Crutzen and Schmailzl (1983), Ko et al. (1991), and Min-
schwaner et al. (1993) incorporated the use of global N2O data from the Stratospheric
and Mesospheric Sounder (SAMS) instrument on the Nimbus 7 satellite. The avail-15
ability of higher precision global data and a wider array of species from the Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) led to a reevaluation of N2O and CFC-12
(CF2Cl2) loss, and provided steady-state lifetime estimates of 117±26 yr for N2O and
103±25 yr for CFC-12 (Minschwaner et al., 1998).
The lifetime of CFC-11 (CFCl3) has been estimated from model calculations, and20
from observations made from aircraft and balloon platforms. One of the first 1-D mod-
elling calculations (Wofsy et al., 1975) yielded an estimate of 45 yr. Later simulations
with higher-dimensional models produced longer lifetimes, with a range between 47 yr
and 74 yr (Ko and Sze, 1982; Jackman and Guthrie, 1985; Cunnold et al., 1986). The
use of balloon and aircraft-based climatologies yielded a shorter lifetime estimate of25
41.5±12.5 yr (Minschwaner et al., 1993), while analysis of lower stratospheric verti-
cal gradients and age-of-air estimates from aircraft measurements produced a similar
value of 41±12 yr (Volk et al., 1997). Most recently, Douglass et al. (2008) found that
model simulations with realistic age-of-air diagnostics suggested a longer lifetime of
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56–64 yr, outside of the range of observationally-based CFC-11 lifetimes. Constraints
from satellite measurements have not yet been applied to this problem.
Revisions in the CFC-11 lifetime would affect estimates of its global emission derived
from changes in atmospheric concentrations. Changes to the CFC-11 lifetime would
also impact the assessment CFC-11’s potential for destroying stratospheric ozone, and5
thus predictions of the recovery of the ozone layer (e.g. Newman et al., 2007). Since
the ozone depletion potential (ODP) for many other compounds is calculated relative to
CFC-11, this would also force changes in calculated values for many ODPs. Further-
more, best-estimate lifetimes for other halocarbons, which have been derived relative
to CFC-11 by means of tracer-tracer correlations, would be affected.10
In this paper, new results are presented for CFC lifetimes from global CFC-11
and CFC-12 distributions based on satellite-based measurements spanning the years
1992–2010: CFC-12 from the Cryogen Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer (CLAES)
(Nightingale et al., 1996), CFC-11 from the Cryogenic Infrared Spectrometers and Tele-
scopes for the Atmosphere (CRISTA-1 and CRISTA-2) (Riese et al., 1999; Kuell et al.,15
2005), both CFC molecules from the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric
Sounding instrument (MIPAS) (Hoffmann et al., 2005, 2008), and both CFC molecules
from the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) (Bernath et al.,2005; Brown et al.,
2011).
2 CFC photolysis rates20
A simplified expression for the photolysis rate of a given molecule (Brasseur and
Solomon, 2005) neglecting scattering and assuming a quantum yield of unity, is
J (z) =
∫
Iλσλ (z)exp[−τλ (z)secϑ] dλ (1)
where Iλ is the solar spectral irradiance, σλ the absorption cross section for the
molecule of interest, and τλ is the atmospheric vertical optical depth. All of these25
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quantities are functions of wavelength, λ, and the optical depth and absorption cross
section are also functions of altitude, z (the latter through the temperature dependence
of cross sections). The factor sec ϑ, where ϑ is the solar zenith angle, accounts for
slant-path opacity through the overhead atmospheric column.
Absorption cross sections for CFC-12 and CFC-11 have maximum values at wave-5
lengths between 175 and 180 nm, but atmospheric opacity by O2 at these wavelengths
is very large and prevents most of the solar radiation for λ<190 nm from reaching the
stratosphere. As shown later, the most critical wavelengths for stratospheric photodis-
sociation of CFC-12 and CFC-11 are between 185 and 220 nm. Figure 1 compares
CFC cross section measurements from Simon et al. (1988) and Merienne et al. (1990)10
at 225K. Both of these measurements indicated a significant dependence on temper-
ature, with reduced cross sections at lower temperatures. For example, CFC-12 cross
sections at 200 nm are 36% smaller at 230K compared to 295K (Simon et al., 1988).
This effect must be considered in atmospheric calculations since, as shown below,
most of the photolytic destruction of the CFCs occurs in the low-latitude stratosphere15
between 20 and 35 km altitude where temperatures typically range between 210K and
240K. Figure 1 also displays results of the temperature-dependent parameterizations
from JPL Evaluation 17 (Sander et al., 2011) and from JPL Evaluation 12 (DeMore et
al., 1997).
Considering first CFC-12, there is good agreement between the two sets of mea-20
surements at 200 nm but differences grow to about 12% at 220 nm. Note that for both
molecules, the Merienne et al. (1990) measurements do not extend below 200nm. The
polynomial expression derived by Merienne et al. (1990) and recommended for use in
model calculations (Sander et al., 2011) provides an excellent fit for wavelengths above
200 nm. As noted by Sander et al. (2011), this expression is valid for the wavelength25
range 200–231 nm so that below 200nm the parameterization grossly overestimates
the cross section compared to the Simon et al. (1988) measurements, as seen in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, the parameterization reported by Simon et al. (1988) for this wavelength
range contained errors making it unsuitable for use in modeling applications. On the
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other hand, the cross sections with exponential temperature correction recommended
by DeMore et al. (1997) provide an excellent fit to the mean of the measurements over
the entire wavelength range, and we have adopted this formulation for CFC-12. If pho-
tolysis calculations are carried out by limiting the parameterized CFC-12 cross sections
above 200 nm, or by extrapolating the Merienne et al. (1990) expression below 200nm,5
then the resulting J-values could be in error by more than 15%.
For CFC-11, the agreement between the two sets of cross section measurements is
similar to that for CFC-12. The polynomial expression derived by Simon et al. (1988)
and recommended for use in modeling calculations (Sander et al., 2011) provides a
reasonable fit to the measurement mean above 200 nm but it overestimates the CFC-10
11 cross section below 200nm (e.g., by 11% at 190 nm). On the other hand, the ex-
pression recommended by DeMore et al. (1997) provides an excellent fit below 200nm
but overestimates the measurements above 200nm. We therefore use the Simon et
al. (1988) expression above 200 nm and the DeMore et al. (1997) formulation below
200nm in order to provide an optimum representation of CFC-11 absorption and pho-15
tolytic destruction.
Photolysis rates for CFC-11 and CFC-12 were calculated using the ultraviolet radia-
tive transfer code described by Minschwaner et al. (1993). This model incorporates
a high resolution, line-by-line treatment of temperature-dependent absorption in the
Schumann-Runge (S-R) bands of O2 in the spectral region 175 to 205 nm. At longer20
wavelengths up to 242 nm, O2 absorption cross sections in the weaker Herzberg con-
tinuum region are adopted from the measurements of Yoshino et al. (1988). Opacity
by ozone is included using cross sections recommended by Sander et al. (2011) and
ozone zonal and seasonal mean mixing ratios used by Minschwaner et al. (1998),
which were based on Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) data from the Upper Atmo-25
sphere Research Satellite (UARS). Comparisons between this ozone climatology and
others derived from UARS instruments (Wang et al., 1999; Grooß and Russell, 2005)
indicated a small bias of +3% in the low-latitude stratosphere in the Minschwaner et
al. (1998) climatology (see Appendix A) which has been corrected for in the present
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calculations. Temperatures needed for calculating absorption cross sections are from
the same UARS climatology. Multiple scattering effects are generally small (<7%) at
these wavelengths in the stratosphere (Minschwaner, 1994) but are included using the
model formulation of Meier et al. (1982), and solar irradiances in the wavelength range
from 115 to 420 nm are specified from measurements during March, 2004 from the5
Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) (Rottman et al., 2006).
The integrand to Eq. (1), referred to here as the spectral J-value, can provide in-
sights into the wavelength regions, sources of opacity, and altitudes that are relevant
for determining the overall photolysis rate. Spectral J-values for CFC-12 and CFC-11
are displayed in Fig. 2 for pressures of 6, 20, and 60hPa. In the tropical stratosphere10
where values in Fig. 2 are most appropriate, the corresponding altitudes are approxi-
mately 35, 27, and 20 km, respectively.
The impact of highly structured absorption by the O2 S-R bands is apparent for
λ < 200 nm in Fig. 2, where much of the photolysis for both molecules occurs in narrow
windows between vibrational band absorption features. For wavelengths longer than15
210 nm, the contribution to photolysis falls off rapidly due to the increasing shielding
from ozone absorption in the Hartley band. This effect is larger for CFC-12 than for
CFC-11 due to the more rapid decrease in the CFC-12 cross section with increas-
ing wavelength (Fig. 1), which also shifts the region of maximum spectral J-value
to shorter wavelengths: for CFC-12 this peak occurs approximately between 190 to20
210 nm, whereas for CFC-11 the peak photolysis is in the 195–215 nm wavelength
range. Additionally, there is a shift of emphasis to longer wavelengths with increasing
pressure for both molecules, which occurs because the ozone optical depth does not
grow as rapidly as the oxygen optical path with increasing pressure at altitudes below
the peak in ozone mixing ratio. Overall, spectral J-values for CFC-12 are about a factor25
of 2 to 3 smaller than for CFC-11 and this is consistent with the magnitude of the cross
sections shown in Fig. 1. Differences of the same magnitude will also be apparent in
the lifetimes discussed below.
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3 Global destruction rates and lifetimes
Transient lifetimes for the CFCs were calculated from the global atmospheric burden,
M, divided by the global loss rate, L, for a given time t,
T (t) =
M (t)
L (t)
(2)
where both M(t) and L(t) are determined from the local concentrations of CFC5
molecules, n(ϕ,z,t), and from photolysis rates J(ϕ,z,t), which are functions of lati-
tude ϕ, altitude z, and time t. There is also a small (<10%) contribution to global CFC
loss due to reaction with excited state atomic oxygen, O(1D). The quantities M and L
in Eq. (2) are global values obtained by integrating over altitude and latitude (assuming
zonal symmetry in the distributions of gas concentration and loss):10
M (t) = 2piR2E
∫
dz
∫
n (ϕ,z,t)cosϕdϕ (3)
L (t) = 2piR2E
∫
dz
∫
n (ϕ,z,t)
{
J(ϕ,z,t)+k1[O(
1D)(ϕ,z,t)]
}
cosϕdϕ (4)
where RE is the Earth’s radius, [O(
1D)(ϕ,z,t)] is the concentration of excited state
atomic oxygen which is also a function of latitude, altitude and time, and k1 is the rate15
for reaction of O(1D) with CFCs. Values for the rate constant k1 were taken from Sander
et al. (2011) and the distribution of O(1D) was calculated using an equilibrium photo-
chemical expression (Brasseur and Solomon, 2005) involving ozone and the ozone
photodissociation rate calculated using the radiative transfer model. For both photolytic
and reactive loss with O(1D), diurnally-averaged values were calculated by integrat-20
ing over the range of solar zenith angle conditions appropriate for each latitude and
season.
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The distributions of CFC-11 and CFC-12 used in Eqs. (3) and (4) were constructed
from satellite-based measurements. These include global satellite observations of
CFC-12 from CLAES between March 1992 and January 1993 (Nightingale et al., 1996),
CFC-11 from CRISTA-1 in November 1994 (Riese et al., 1999) and from CRISTA-2 in
August 1997 (Kuell et al., 2005), CFC-11 from MIPAS for the period July 2002 to March5
2004 and CFC-12 from MIPAS for December 2002 to February 2003 (Hoffmann et al.,
2005, 2008), and CFC-11 and CFC-12 from ACE over the period 2006–2010 (Bernath
et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2011).
Zonal averages for all data sets were linearly interpolated onto a 1-km altitude grid
from the surface to 50 km, and into latitudinal bins on a 5◦ grid from 85◦ S to 85◦N. Val-10
ues above the top of measured profiles were extrapolated to zero using cubic splines
with mixing ratios and gradients that matched the data at the uppermost valid mea-
surement. At the bottom of vertical profiles, increasing mixing ratios down to 10 km
altitude were linearly extrapolated where necessary to match the global/annual mean
tropospheric mixing ratio at the time of each measurement (WMO, 2011). Mixing ratios15
from 10 km to the surface were held constant at the 10-km value.
For CLAES CFC-12 and MIPAS CFC-11, mean seasonal distributions were con-
structed based on climatologies for four seasons: December–February, March–May,
June–August, and September–November. The MIPAS CFC distributions incorporated
adjustments to the altitude scale given in Hoffmann et al. (2008) by calculating geopo-20
tential heights using the native pressure grid from the MIPAS retrievals along with the
temperature climatology discussed above (Minschwaner et al., 1998). Corrections to
the published altitudes were less than +0.5 km below 18 km, and between −0.2 and
−1.8 km at greater altitudes. Global fields for ACE CFCs were constructed using one
full year of data in order to produce annual means with sufficient coverage at low lati-25
tudes. For CRISTA-1 and 2 CFC-11, the data represent means over ±70◦ latitude for
the months of November and August, respectively.
Figure 3 compares the MIPAS CFC-11 mean distribution for 2002–2004 with the
ACE annual mean 2008 climatology. Tropospheric levels of CFC-11 declined over the
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time between measurements by about 4% (e.g., WMO, 2011), which produces differ-
ences too small to be discerned in this figure and no corrections have been applied
to account for such changes. In general, the two distributions show similar features
in the stratosphere. Larger mixing ratios occur in the low latitude stratosphere due to
upwelling of CFC-rich air across the tropical tropopause in the upwelling branch of5
the Brewer-Dobson circulation. Mixing ratios decrease with increasing altitude in both
distributions as a result of photochemical destruction. The largest fractional difference
between MIPAS and ACE occurs at high latitudes below about 25 km altitude, although
due to the pattern of loss presented below, such differences are not important for the
CFC-11 lifetime. At all latitudes but particularly in the tropics, MIPAS mixing ratios are10
larger by 10–20% than ACE values above 20 km. Although smaller mixing ratios in
this region make it difficult to clearly see these differences in Fig. 3, they do have a
significant impact on the calculated lifetimes.
Rates for CFC-11 loss (Eq. 4) derived from MIPAS data for equinox and solstice are
shown in Fig. 4. Consistent with previous observationally-based studies (Minschwaner15
et al., 1993) and model results (Douglas et al., 2008), CFC-11 destruction is largest in
the low latitude stratosphere between 20 and 28 km altitude. Globally integrated rates
are dependent on season; average removal rates are 12% larger during the equinoxes
as compared to the solstices. These higher rates are primarily related to smaller so-
lar zenith angles at low latitudes during equinox, with associated increases in actinic20
fluxes in the low latitude stratosphere where CFC-11 mixing ratios are largest. There
is an additional influence from seasonal variations in ozone, with mixing ratios slightly
smaller in March than in June which leads to greater penetration of solar radiation in
March. Seasonal changes in the MIPAS CFC-11 mixing ratios act to oppose the im-
pact of changes in actinic flux. When applied to the annual average ACE distribution,25
the seasonal actinic flux changes produce larger variations than for the MIPAS data,
with up to 16% seasonal variations in global loss rates.
The distribution of CFC-12 loss is shown in Fig. 5 for ACE 2008 annual mean data
and equinox solar conditions. In addition, the fraction of this loss resulting from reaction
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with O(1D) is displayed. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 shows that both CFC loss rates
are largest in the tropical lower- and mid-stratosphere, but CFC-12 destruction is shifted
upward about 6 km relative to CFC-11. Also, CFC-12 loss rates are 30–40% smaller
than for CFC-11, which along with a larger global burden, translates to a longer life-
time for CFC-12 compared with CFC-11. Reaction with O(1D) dominates the total loss5
below 12 km and in the lower stratosphere at high latitudes, but these regions have a
negligible impact on the global loss. Where CFC-12 loss rates are largest in the tropi-
cal stratosphere between 26 and 34 km, the O(1D) reaction accounts for 4–8% of the
total. The O(1D) contribution to CFC-11 loss (not shown) has a similar distribution and
magnitude, thus the global loss of both CFCs is governed primarily by direct photodis-10
sociation.
Table 1 lists the CFC-11 data sets and observation time periods used in this analysis,
the global mean loss rates and burdens, and the transient and steady state lifetimes
derived from the measurements. All loss rates and burdens are based on calculated
means over four seasonal values. Results for CRISTA-1 and CRISTA-2 employed a15
constant CFC-11 distribution over all seasons, and ACE values are based on 4-yr av-
erages of loss rates derived from the annual mean CFC-11 distributions. Table 1 also
provides uncertainties in steady-state lifetimes based on a detailed analysis of multiple
sources of error (see Appendix A). Uncertainties in transient lifetimes are not listed but
are similar in magnitude. The average fractional error in lifetime from a single dataset20
is about 40%.
Steady-state lifetimes were derived from transient lifetimes using a simple linear
growth correction. In steady state, CFC emissions to the atmosphere exactly balance
stratospheric loss and the mean tropospheric concentration would be constant. If there
is an imbalance between sources and sinks, however, then the mean tropospheric25
concentration will change with time and the transient lifetime based on instantaneous
stratospheric loss will differ from the steady state lifetime. This difference is due to the
finite time lag between temporal changes in abundances for the stratosphere relative to
the troposphere. We applied a scaling factor, S, to the transient lifetime to approximate
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this difference,
S =
(
1+
1
n¯
dn¯
dt
)T
(5)
where dn¯/dt is the mean tropospheric growth or decay rate, and T is the mean age
of air in the stratosphere near the region of maximum loss. Since S represents a cor-
rection to steady state for stratospheric concentrations used in calculating CFC loss,5
transient lifetimes are multiplied by 1/S to obtain steady-state lifetimes.
For CFC-11, decreases in global mean tropospheric abundances during 1997–2010
were between −0.8%yr−1 and −1%yr−1 (WMO, 2011) indicating a larger stratospheric
loss relative to tropospheric emissions. Assuming a mean time lag of 2 yr for air to as-
cend through the tropical tropopause to 30 km altitude (Schoeberl et al., 2008), steady10
state lifetimes are 1.6% to 2% longer than transient lifetimes for the CRISTA-2, MI-
PAS, and ACE distributions. For CRISTA-1, 1994 marks the approximate peak in tropo-
spheric mixing ratio and therefore the steady-state lifetime should be nearly identical to
the computed transient lifetime. The multi-instrument mean CFC-11 steady-state life-
time is 50.3±16.8 yr, with an uncertainty range assigned by error propagation as in15
Appendix A but neglecting errors associated with stratospheric profiles for the multi-
instrument mean.
The large spread in lifetimes derived from the four measurements (23.3 yr from min-
imum to maximum) results primarily from differences in low latitude mixing ratios be-
tween 20 and 28 km altitude. This range in lifetime is also consistent with the estimated20
uncertainties due to stratospheric concentrations (about ±11 yr, see Appendix A). Fig-
ure 6 compares tropical mean stratospheric mixing ratios from the four satellite data
sets of CFC-11 used in our analysis. During the period of interest, tropospheric CFC-11
mixing ratios peaked around 1994 and all profiles were scaled to match this condition.
The use of an altitude independent scaling may cause differences of up to 2% in strato-25
spheric mixing ratios because of non-steady state conditions and time lags for changes
in the troposphere to appear in the stratosphere. However, differences between values
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for the satellite data are much larger at 25 km, near the altitude of peak CFC-11 loss.
The minimum mixing ratio at 25 km is 56 ppt from CRISTA-2 while the maximum is
100 ppt from MIPAS. This broad range is reflected in the derived CFC-11 steady state
lifetimes, from 62 yr for the CRISTA-2 climatology to 38.7 yr for the MIPAS climatology.
It should be noted that comparisons between the satellite CFC-11 climatologies, and5
also between satellite and in situ balloon measurements, are complicated by the ex-
tremely large vertical gradient in mixing ratio such that small altitude shifts of 1 km or
less can have a dramatic impact (Appendix A).
Table 2 lists the CFC-12 loss rates, burdens, and lifetimes derived from the three sets
of measurements. CFC-12 abundances in the troposphere peaked around 2002–2003,10
and we have assumed a growth rate of +3.5%yr−1 for CLAES, zero for MIPAS, and
−0.4%yr−1 for ACE, along with a mean age of 2.5 yr at 30–35 km in the tropics in order
to derive steady-state lifetimes. As indicated in Table 2, the variation between data sets
for the CFC-12 steady-state lifetime is much smaller than for CFC-11, with a max-min
spread of only 3.7 yr. This level of agreement is remarkable given the typical uncer-15
tainty of ±24 yr due to stratospheric profile error sources. It should be noted that the
reanalysis of CLAES CFC-12 data presented here includes revisions to the absorption
cross section and ozone opacity in comparison to Minschwaner et al. (1998), leading
to a small difference of about 3 yr in the derived lifetime. The multi-instrument mean
CFC-12 steady-state lifetime is 106.9±21.7 yr.20
Figure 7 compares tropical profiles from the three CFC-12 satellite data sets used to
derive the lifetimes listed in Table 2. In contrast to CFC-11, there is better agreement
between measured CFC-12 vertical profiles in the tropical stratosphere which leads to
the smaller range in derived lifetimes. At 31 km near the altitude of peak CFC-12 loss,
mixing ratios range from 210ppt from CLAES to about 250 ppt from MIPAS and ACE.25
Differences become even smaller at higher altitudes (e.g., less than 15% spread at
35 km).
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4 Discussion and conclusion
Mean, steady-state lifetimes derived here (50.3±16.8 yr for CFC-11 and
106.9±21.7 yr for CFC-12) are in agreement with the most recent WMO Ozone
Assessment recommendations (45 yr for CFC-11 and 100 yr for CFC-12) (WMO,
2011). In both cases, however, our best estimates are longer by 7% and 12% for5
CFC-12 and CFC-11, respectively. This increase in CFC-11 lifetime is consistent with
a longer lifetime suggested by Douglass et al. (2008), although their range of 56–64 yr
is at the upper end of our value.
The major contrasts between CFC-11 and CFC-12 in our analysis arise from dif-
ferences in the absorption cross sections and from differences in stratospheric verti-10
cal profiles, most notably within the tropical stratosphere below 35 km altitude. These
two issues are related since, for similar upward transport rates in the tropical strato-
sphere, larger cross sections for CFC-11 lead to more rapid destruction and a sharper
decline in mixing ratio with height relative to CFC-12. In fact a major difficulty in cal-
culating CFC-11 destruction relates to the very large vertical gradient in mixing ratio.15
This large gradient complicates space-based observations which may have extended
vertical fields of view, averaging kernels, or uncertainties in absolute altitude registra-
tion, and small errors in any of these quantities are magnified in calculated loss rates. It
should be noted that our CFC-12 steady-state lifetime has not only a smaller difference
with the current recommendation, but also has a smaller fractional uncertainty (20%20
versus 33% for CFC-11).
In addition to uncertainties associated with observed CFC profiles, the other major
source of error in these calculations relate to the penetration of ultraviolet solar radiation
in the 20–35 km altitude range within the tropical stratosphere. Despite some progress
in constraining oxygen absorption cross section from laboratory measurements over25
the past two decades, there have been very few in-situ measurements of the spectrally-
resolved radiation field in the 190–215 nm spectral region, where such wavelengths are
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critical for CFC photodissociation. Measurements in the tropical stratosphere would be
particularly valuable for obtaining more accurate estimates of CFC lifetimes.
Appendix A
Error analysis
There are multiple sources of error for the CFC lifetimes that arise from uncertainties5
in the terms appearing in loss rate calculation (Eq. 4). The primary uncertainties are
related to the climatologies of stratospheric CFC concentrations and to calculated pho-
tolysis rates. Table A1 contains a breakdown of the uncertainties for both CFC-11 and
CFC-12.
Stratospheric concentration uncertainties originate from many effects, but the dom-10
inant terms are measurement random and systematic errors, uncertainties in altitude,
and the smoothing effect of vertical resolution. These vary considerably among the
different measurements. Uncertainties may also vary depending on latitude, altitude,
and season. The range of years given in Table A1 reflect the combined effects based
on sensitivity calculations designed to investigate altitude shifts and impacts of aver-15
aging kernels on computed lifetimes. For example, we found that a uniform 1 km shift
to CFC-11 profiles produced a net change of 24% in CFC-11 loss rates; the impact of
such a shift on CFC-12 was much less (15%) due to its much smaller vertical gradient.
Similarly, the impact of vertical smoothing due to averaging kernels used in retrievals
could be as large as 10% for CFC-11 loss but only 6% for CFC-12, with both loss20
rates increased due to tendencies for larger mixing ratios on the top side of profiles as
a consequence of smoothing. For both CRISTA datasets and MIPAS profiles, estimated
uncertainties in geometric or log-pressure altitude are 0.3–0.5 km and the vertical res-
olution of the retrievals is between 2 and 5 km. Uncertainties in ACE profile altitudes
are 0.25 km and no averaging kernels are considered for the error analysis.25
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Uncertainties in solar spectral irradiances, oxygen and ozone opacities, and in CFC
cross sections will impact the calculated photolysis loss rate (Eq. 1). SORCE UV solar
irradiances have mean accuracies of 3% at wavelengths between 180 and 300 nm (Mc-
Clintock et al., 2005) which translate to the same fractional uncertainties in lifetimes.
Similarly, fractional errors in CFC cross sections transfer directly to lifetime uncertain-5
ties. Absorption cross section uncertainties are on the order of 10% (Sander et al.,
2011), consistent with the analysis presented in Sect. 2.
Oxygen and ozone opacity uncertainties are more difficult to assess. Since vertical
CFC profiles are fixed according to observations, reduced oxygen and ozone optical
depths lead to increased J-values and shorter lifetimes, while increased optical depths10
lead to longer lifetimes. For oxygen, the absorption cross section is the sole source
of error in optical depth because oxygen column abundances can be specified ex-
actly according to pressure. Uncertainties in S-R band (175–205nm) cross sections
are 15% (Minschwaner et al., 1992), and while previous analyses estimated a lower
uncertainty of 10% for Herzberg continuum (195–242 nm) cross sections (e.g., Nicolet15
and Kennes, 1988), here we adopt a higher value of 15% by noting recent measure-
ments by Amoruso et al. (1996) which were lower than the Yoshino et al. (1988) results
by 10–15%. The Herzberg spectral region has more of an impact on CFC-11 relative
to CFC-12, as expected from the spectral J-values discussed in Sect. 2. The combined
effects of considered errors in O2 cross sections are on the order of 29% for CFC-1120
and 16% for CFC-12 J-values, which are larger than the cross section errors because
of the amplifying effect of changes to the radiation field at large optical depths. Associ-
ated uncertainties in computed lifetimes range between 11 and 18 yr for CFC-11 and
17–18 yr for CFC-12 (Table A1).
Ozone optical depths contain two sources of error: one from the absorption cross25
section and another from the assumed ozone climatology. Below 225nm, recent mea-
surements of O3 absorption cross sections agree to within 3–5% (Sander et al., 2011)
and we adopt a mean uncertainty of 4%, which translates to uncertainties of 9% and
5% in computed photolysis rates for CFC-11 and CFC-12, respectively. Similar impacts
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on CFC J-values are felt from uncertainties in the vertical, latitudinal, and seasonal
ozone distributions. In general, reduced ozone concentrations lead to smaller optical
depths at lower altitudes and shorter lifetimes, although with less ozone, the production
of O(1D) is suppressed locally leading to less CFC destruction and a tendency towards
longer lifetimes. Here, we consider uniform increases or decreases in tropical ozone5
(where most loss occurs, cf. Sect. 3). For ±5% changes in ozone concentrations, the
computed CFC lifetime changes were ±9% for CFC-11 and ±5% for CFC-12, respec-
tively. Similar to the O2 Herzberg cross sections, uncertainties in ozone have a larger
relative impact on CFC-11 since its spectral-J-value emphasizes longer wavelengths
where ozone opacity has a larger influence. The 5% ozone uncertainty is based on10
variations seen between the low-latitude climatologies of Minschwaner et al. (1998),
Wang et al. (1999), and Grooß and Russell (2005). Figure A1 shows an example of
tropical mean profiles, where the Minschwaner et al. (1998) ozone has been uniformly
decreased by 3% in order to remove differences of this order of magnitude with the
other two climatologies. The combined effect of ozone cross section and vertical profile15
uncertainties on CFC-11 and CFC-12 lifetimes are 4.9–7.9 yr and 7.4–7.6 yr, respec-
tively.
There are, in addition, uncertainties in calculating O(1D) loss, global burdens (Eq. 3),
and in converting transient lifetimes to steady-state conditions. Uncertainties intro-
duced in the calculation of O(1D) reactions are relatively small (∼1%) due to a small20
relative contribution to the overall CFC loss. Uncertainties in global burdens arise pri-
marily from estimating global mean tropospheric mixing ratios, which determine at least
80% of the total atmospheric burden, along with the climatology of temperatures used
to determine densities for conversion to absolute concentrations. Possible errors in
mean mixing ratios are estimated at 2% (WMO, 2011) and the climatology of temper-25
ature contributes 0.5% to the burden uncertainties for both molecules. The conver-
sion from transient to steady-state lifetime relies on knowledge of growth rates and the
mean age of stratospheric air in the region of maximum loss, which have possible er-
rors of 0.5%yr−1 and 0.5 yr, respectively. These errors translate to mean uncertainty
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contributions of 0.6 yr and between 1.4 and 2.3 yr for steady state lifetimes of CFC-11
and CFC-12, respectively.
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Table 1. CFC-11 lifetimes based on global satellite observations.
Instrument Observation Mean Global Mean Loss Transient Steady State
Period Used Burden (1034 Rate (1025 Lifetime Lifetime
molecules) molecules s−1) (yr) (yr)
CRISTA-1 Nov 1994 2.76 1.63 53.6 53.6 ± 21.4
CRISTA-2 Aug 1997 2.68 1.39 61.0 62.0 ± 24.8
MIPAS 2002–2004 2.54 2.24 36.0 38.7 ± 15.1
ACE 2006–2010 2.42 1.67 45.9 46.8 ± 18.5
Mean 50.3 ± 16.8
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Table 2. CFC-12 lifetimes based on global satellite observations.
Instrument Observation Mean Global Mean Loss Transient Steady State
Period Used Burden (1034 Rate (1025 Lifetime Lifetime
molecules) molecules s−1) (yr) (yr)
CLAES 1992–1993 5.08 1.40 115.2 105.7 ± 29.6
MIPAS 2002–2003 5.59 1.62 109.3 109.3 ± 35.7
ACE 2006–2010 5.40 1.64 104.6 105.6 ± 31.0
Mean 106.9 ± 21.7
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Table A1. Contributions to CFC lifetime uncertainties (yr).
CFC-11 CFC-12
Stratospheric concentrations 7.7–13.6 20.0–28.0
Solar spectral irradiances 1.2–1.9 3.2
CFC cross sections 3.9–6.2 10.6–10.9
Oxygen opacity 11.2–18.0 16.9–17.5
Ozone opacity 4.9–7.9 7.4–7.6
O(1D) loss 0.5–0.8 1.3
Global burden 0.8–1.3 2.2–2.3
Steady state conversion 0.6 1.4–2.3
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Figure 1: Absorption cross section measurements interpolated to 225 K from Simon et al. (1988) 536 
(red diamonds) and Merienne et al. (1990) (blue squares) for CFC-12 (top) and CFC-11 537 
(bottom).  Also plotted are empirical polynomial fits (solid curves) that incorporate the 538 
wavelength and temperature dependencies (Sander et al., 2011) along with empirical exponential 539 
fits (dashed curves) to temperature-dependent cross sections from DeMore et al. (1997).  540 
  541 
Fig. 1. Absorption cross section measurements interpolated to 225K from Simon et al. (1988)
(red diamonds) and Merienne et al. (1990) (blue squares) for CFC-12 (top) and CFC-11 (bot-
tom). Also plotted are empirical polynomial fits (s lid curves) that incorpor te the wav length
and temperature dependencies (Sander et al., 2011) along with empirical exponential fits
(dashed curves) to temperature-dependent cross sections from DeMore et al. (1997).
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 542 
 543 
Figure 2: Spectrally resolved contributions to the photolysis rates for CFC-12 (top) and 544 
CFC-11 (bottom) plotted for pressures of 6 hPa (black), 20 hPa (blue), and 60 hPa (red) 545 
calculated for the tropical stratosphere using March climatological temperatures and 546 
ozone (see text for details) and a solar zenith angle of 30
o
.  Spectral J-values below 200 547 
nm have been smoothed at 0.1-nm full width half maximum for clarity of presentation. 548 
  549 
Fig. 2. Spectrally resolved contributions to the photolysis rates for CFC-12 (top) and CFC-11
(bottom) plotted for pressures of 6 hPa (black), 20 hPa (blue), and 60 hPa (red) calculated for th
tropical str tosphere using Mar h climatological temper tures and zone (s e text for details)
and a solar zenith angle of 30◦. Spectral J-values below 200nm have been smoothed at 0.1-nm
full width half maximum for clarity of presentation.
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 550 
 551 
Figure 3: Zonal mean distributions of CFC-11 from MIPAS averaged over 2002-2004 (left) and 552 
from ACE 2008 annual mean (right). 553 
  554 
Fig. 3. Zonal mean distributions of CFC-11 from MIPAS averaged over 2002–2004 (left) and
from ACE 2008 annual mean (right).
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 555 
Figure 4: Loss rate for CFC-11 based on MIPAS distributions for September (left) and for June 556 
(right), in units of molecules cm
-3
 s
-1
. 557 
  558 
Fig. 4. Loss rate for CFC-11 based on MIPAS distributions for September (left) and for June
(right), in units of molecules cm−3 s−1.
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 559 
 560 
Figure 5:  Loss rate for CFC-12 based on ACE 2008 annual mean data and March distributions 561 
of ozone, temperature, and solar conditions (left), along with the fraction of the total loss that 562 
results from reaction with O(
1
D) for the same CFC-12 and atmospheric conditions (right). 563 
 564 
  565 
Fig. 5. Loss rate for CFC-12 based on ACE 2008 annual mean data and March distributions
of ozone, temperature, and solar conditions (left), along with the fraction of the total loss that
results from reaction with O(1D) for the same CFC-12 and atmospheric conditions (right).
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 566 
Figure 6: Tropical mean vertical profiles of CFC-11 mixing ratio from CRISTA-1 (green), 567 
CRISTA-2 (red), MIPAS (black), and ACE (blue), all scaled to a tropospheric mean mixing ratio 568 
of 269 ppt using altitude independent factors for comparison. Scaling factors are given in the 569 
figure legend.  Diamond symbols represent the mean top of measured profiles for each 570 
instrument; profiles above these levels are cubic spline extrapolations to zero mixing ratio as 571 
described in the text.  572 
  573 
Fig. 6. Tropical mean vertical profiles of CFC-11 mixing ratio from CRISTA-1 (green), CRISTA-2
(red), MIPAS (black), and ACE (blue), all scaled to a tropospheric mean mixing ratio of 269 ppt
using altitude independent factors for comparison. Scaling factors are given in the figure legend.
Diamond symbols represent the mean top of measured profiles for each instrument; profiles
above these levels are cubic spline extrapolations to zero mixing ratio as described in the text.
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 574 
Figure 7: Same as Figure 6, but plotted are tropical mean vertical profiles of CFC-12 575 
mixing ratio from UARS CLAES (green), MIPAS (black), and ACE (blue), all scaled to 576 
a tropospheric mean mixing ratio of 542 ppt using altitude independent factors. 577 
  578 
Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but plotted are tropical mean vertical profiles of CFC-12 mixing ratio
from UARS CLAES (green), MIPAS (black), and ACE (blue), all scaled to a tropospheric mean
mixing ratio of 542 ppt using altitude independent factors.
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 579 
Figure A1: Tropical (+-10 degree latitude mean) ozone profiles for March from Minschwaner et 580 
al. (1998) (UARS MLS, Mar 1992 – Jan 1993) in black, Wang et al. (1999) (UARS MLS, 581 
HALOE, and SAGE II, Apr 1992 Mar 1993) in green, and Grooβ and Russell (2005) (UARS 582 
HALOE 1991-2002) in red. The profiles from Minschwaner et al. (1998) have bee  reduced by a 583 
constant 3% to compensate for an overall positive bias with respect to the other data sets.  584 
Fig. A1. Tropical (±10 degree latitude mean) ozone profiles for March from Minschwaner et
al. (1998) (UARS MLS, March 1992–January 1993) in black, Wang et al. (1999) (UARS MLS,
HALOE, and SAGE II, April 1992 March 1993) in green, and Grooß and Russell (2005) (UARS
HALOE 1991–2002) in red. The profiles from Minschwaner et al. (1998) have been reduced by
a constant 3% to compensate for an overall positive bias with respect to the other data sets.
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